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Open Letter
Amicus curiæ
27 October 2014 04:33 GMT
Holy Fathers,
In the name of YHVH, Truth, Our Lord Jesus Christ, Good News for all men, women and children, greeting!
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A time to reflect and review is at an end, the Synod Fathers have come and gone, with fresh
confidence in their extra year of “delay is the deadliest form of denial”.
The bureaucrats of the grey tie have visited to get guarantees on their survival 1 and cast stones of
obstruction on the path ahead. How many millions have been killed by their negligence?
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The Oriental Lumen Foundation2, out of Fairfax, Virginia3, have paid a visit. With apologies to their lay
members, we must ask, how many degrees separate them from the Ordo Templi Orientis, the Egyptian
grave diggers of the Vatican, the war over Mesopotamia and Cardinal Filoni ?
An then there is a bankrupt airline, Meridiana, an inflatable toy plane4 ‘coming in to land’, which
leads to the Emir of Qatar and on to His Highness The Aga Khan, the colours of Germany, and a visit
from the “beautiful place”. Perhaps our Holy Fathers hope that resources, goodwill, courage, and so on,
can be found.
The Catholic Herald reports, “Pope Emeritus says inter-religious dialogue no substitute for mission”:
“The risen Lord instructed his apostles, and through them his disciples in all ages, to take his word
to the ends of the earth and to make disciples of all people,” Benedict XVI wrote.
“‘But does that still apply?’ many inside and outside the Church ask themselves today. ‘Is mission
still something for today? Would it not be more appropriate to meet in dialogue among religions
and serve together the cause of world peace?’ The counter-question is: ‘Can dialogue substitute for
mission?’”
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He continued: “In fact, many today think religions should respect each other and, in their dialogue,
become a common force for peace. According to this way of thinking, it is usually taken for granted
that different religions are variants of one and the same reality. The question of truth, that which
originally motivated Christians more than any other, is here put inside parentheses. It is assumed
that the authentic truth about God is in the last analysis unreachable and that at best one can
represent the ineffable with a variety of symbols. This renunciation of truth seems realistic and
useful for peace among religions in the world.
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“It is nevertheless lethal to faith. In fact, faith loses its binding character and its seriousness,
everything is reduced to interchangeable symbols, capable of referring only distantly to the
inaccessible mystery of the divine.”
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en.radiovaticana.va/news/2014/10/23/pope_no_to_death_penalty_and_to_inhuman_prison_conditions/1109301

www.news.va/en/news/pope-francis-greets-members-of-orientale-lumen-fou
www.olconference.com/OL_Contact.html
www.news.va/en/news/pope-francis-no-family-without-work

The Pope Emeritus added that some religions, particularly “tribal religions,” are “waiting for the
encounter with Jesus Christ,” but that this “encounter is always reciprocal. Christ is waiting for
their history, their wisdom, their vision of the things.” This encounter can also give new life to
Christianity, which has grown tired in its historical heartlands, he wrote.
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“We proclaim Jesus Christ not to procure as many members as possible for our community, and still
less in order to gain power. We speak of him because we feel the duty to transmit that joy which
has been given to us.”
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Catholic Herald5

Who serves the devil of delay? - Is a question that cuts through the bureaucratic fog of war.
The Schoenstatt6 movement arrives to meet Pope Francis, who appears shocked, “Marriage never been
attacked so much as now”7. All is not well.
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“The Apostolic Movement of Schoenstatt (German Schönstatt-Bewegung) is a Roman Catholic Marian
Movement founded in Germany in 1914 by Father Joseph Kentenich”. … “The picture of Mother Thrice
Admirable8 ("Mater ter Admirabilis" in Latin) was donated by a teacher in 1915”.
“Father Joseph Kentenich (b. 16 November,[1] 1885, Gymnich, Rhine Province; d. 15 September 1968
in Schönstatt) was a Pallottine priest and founder of the Schoenstatt Movement”.
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“The Society of the Catholic Apostolate (Latin: Societas Apostolatus Catholici, abbreviated S.A.C.),
better known as the Pallottines, are a Society of Apostolic Life within the Roman Catholic Church,
founded in 1835 by the Roman priest Saint Vincent Pallotti. Pallottines are part of the Union of Catholic
Apostolate and are present in 45 countries on six continents. The Pallottines administer one of the
largest churches in the world, the Basilica of Our Lady of Peace of Yamoussoukro in Côte d'Ivoire.”
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Fr. Charles Nirmal Kujur (RA), India, born on 19.11.1968; First Consecration on 31.05.1990;
Priestly Ordination on 14.05.1999; died on 19.10.2014 in a car accident.
Fr. Prakash Tigga (RA), India, born on 29.12.1974; First Consecration on 31.05.1996; Priestly
Ordination on 27.04.2004; died on 19.10.2014 in a car accident.
www.sac.info
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Perhaps this is the evidence of factions within the ‘Roman Catholic’ church, warring with each other,
keen on a fight for all the gold in the world.
The soul desires to know Christ, Being, YHVH, who is within. Being is One, indivisible. Being is
‘indestructible’. It is found whole. ‘in full’, in the smallest part of creation, for without Being no-thing,
no particle can exist.
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The devil tempts the soul with the ‘noble’ metal gold. Gold is ‘noble’, is ‘indestructible’, “like being”
says the devil, and fungible down to the smallest gold-atom particle, “like being”, says the devil.
The world is littered with dead civilisations that were tempted by the devil.
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An example is Angkor Wat9, where an extremely complex city-civilisation perished in a very short
time, from whose memory we have been fortunate to receive Appendix II of our recent letter to HRH
Grand Duke Henri of Luxembourg regarding symbols. Another is the lost civilisation 10 of Costa Rica,
which matured from nature worship to sun worship (stone spheres), with attendant gold from further
south, which led to a bloody demise.
Symbols, rituals and liturgy are no substitute for living knowledge of Being (once the meaning of
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www.catholicherald.co.uk/news/2014/10/24/pope-emeritus-says-interreligious-dialogue-no-substitute-for-mission/

www.schoenstatt.org/en/
www.news.va/en/news/pope-francis-to-schoenstatt-movement-marriage-neve
Tripura Sundari in Sanskrit. The visit of the Maharaja of Mysore to Germany and the research of Max Muller
can be seen in the founding of this organisation as the long-range plan of certain Roman priestly factions to
steal the gold at the end of the hundred year charter.
9 www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b04jmx7j
10 www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b04jvpqj
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‘Catholic faith’). The tribal religions of Europe must heed the warning of His Holiness Pope Benedict
XVI. They are lethal to faith. When True Faith dies, a civilisation perishes.
We use this opportunity to record our intervention during the Synod regarding the indissoluble
‘marriage of Christ’. Mahakali is none other than Tripura Sundari, “Mother Thrice Admirable”, symbolic
language for YHVH in Her Fierce aspect. We have added here an image from traditional village art
(chalk on rock), Shiva (Christ, Being, YHVH, Ground of Being) is seen lying on the ground, Mahakali is One
with Him (by touch) as She slays those without faith in the dissolution of faithless, materialistic
civilisations.
*** Begin text of fax sent to the Holy See [10 Oct 2014] [picture and bold emphasis added] ***
Holy Father Francis,
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Ave Maria!
http://www.catholicherald.co.uk/commentandblogs/2014/09/19/both-sides-fire-shots-over-communionfor-remarried-as-doctrinal-war-breaks-out/
'they are seeking a “doctrinal war” whose ultimate target is Pope Francis.'
People who live in glass houses should not throw stones!
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Matthew 19:8 ... but from the *beginning* it was not so.
'Christ', One that I-AM, am indissolubly 'married' to every one: I-AM their flesh and blood!
'Christ', One that I-AM, 'commune' with them with every breath! I-AM their *beginning*, their
every breath and the end! Without Being, YHVH, That I-AM, no-thing exists.
The 'Church' has no power to grant or dissolve My Marriage!
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Even now I-AM 'in communion' with those that are 'cast out' of the Church, the Ndrangheta
Mafia!
Who the devil is he who grants or denies communion or marriage in the name of Christ? All
that they /could/ do is record the event and remind those that forget this tremendous truth of
Oneness to see it again.
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http://www.catholicherald.co.uk/commentandblogs/2014/10/05/ten-handy-phrases-for-bluffing-yourway-through-the-family-synod/
Bluff and tell, the devil's playground, outlined for all who wish to play.
http://www.catholicherald.co.uk/news/2014/10/07/anglican-bishop-christians-are-counting-on-rometo-resist-islamists/
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Collect a bunch of 'legal infants' like this in a room and you get a lot of poopy diapers!
http://www.catholicherald.co.uk/news/2014/10/08/family-synod-participants-emphasise-importance-ofgraduality-in-discussion-of-moral-issues/
'Cardinal Péter Erdoő of Esztergom-Budapest, Hungary, suggested that it was unrealistic to expect
immediate acceptance of the widely-flouted Church teaching on artificial birth control.
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'He added that Humanae Vitae, the 1968 encyclical by Pope Paul VI that reaffirmed the Church’s
prohibition of artificial birth control, “needs to be considered in light of the law of graduality.” '
http://www.catholicherald.co.uk/commentandblogs/2014/10/09/confused-by-the-synod-rememberlove-is-the-fulfilment-of-the-law/
Fr Alexander Lucie-Smith explains:
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'Moreover, several decades down the line, they would all embrace martyrdom. St Peter in particular,
who had denied His master, would eventually embrace the Cross he once has fled.
'The crucifixion probably took place in mid-March 27 AD. St Peter was crucified in 64 AD, probably,
some 37 years later. It has taken him 37 years for him to arrive at union with the crucified Christ. The
law of love that was so perfectly fulfilled by St John and Our Blessed Lady on Good Friday afternoon,
in their union with the suffering Christ, was fulfilled by St Peter after a long spiritual journey that took
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nearly four decades. St Peter, the first Pope, gives us our first living lesson in the law of graduality. '
Ah, exults Fr Alexander Lucie-Smith, the patience of the Cult of Saturn! We crucified them all
GRADUALLY! Celebrants of child-sacrifice rejoice!
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www.courtofrecord.org.uk/archive/Mahakali.png [contrast Her Mood to when She is our Immaculate
Virgin Mary, tending to Her lovely infant Christ]
The Great Lord Saturn, who is only a 'part' of That
Being, YHVH, painted in symbolic language as
Mahakali, is coming, gradually, gradually ... in the Steam
Roller of The Law. She has a number of 'rear view'
mirrors, arranged in rings, the many rocks and moons,
each in a different 'face', to do Her Hair as She tracks
down the lunatics and idiots before That I-AM!
He that is high will be laid low and the low raised, even
as a steam roller crushes the uneven asphalt to perfect
flatness. [See Isaiah 2:17]
We send our love to to Mahakali for all men, women
and children! May She be calm again and take up Her
benign countenance and see Christ in all!
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Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
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The mission of an encounter with ‘Christ’ is not easy. We believe that His Holiness Pope Benedict
XVI’s reported words which we have quoted, signal that such must take place. In the past, men and
women dared so much dangers in the name of Christ. Men and women, pure, “sober, grave, temperate,
sound in faith, in charity, in patience” [Titus 2:2], “discreet and wise” [Genesis 41:33], we believe, must be
sent on a mission to encounter us. To be sound in faith must be to be ‘willing to die’ in the quest of Being,
YHVH, “great void”, nirvana, described in the ‘sacrifice’ YHVH asks of Abraham.
The “great void” mentioned in my book is not synonymous with death. Death conveys the idea of
the loss of consciousness. There is no loss of consciousness in this state, but the consciousness is
transformed indescribably. The state is so blissful, moreover, that there is no worrying about the
loss of the ego. However, it is a temporary state because so long as we are living in the flesh we are
unable to sustain it and are drawn back by the forces of nature – first to the ego and then to the
body. But anyone who has been through that experience even once cannot possibly regard the ego
and the body ever again in the same way, because their limitations are clearly felt.
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In any case, one need not worry about this absolute condition but rather should await its arrival-then judge whether it is worthwhile or not.
Notebooks of Paul Brunton
www.courtofrecord.org.uk/archive/notebooks/para/30641
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We suggest that this is communicated to and coordinated with Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and
His Excellency George W Bush. We must also mention the CIA and SIS, for despite appearances they are
primarily institutions of faith in a ‘Supreme Being’ – without this faith, however imperfect or
misguided, the progress achieved so far would have been impossible, for they “hear” us.
We have read reports that the United States corporation is no longer listed on Dunn and Bradstreet.
We have read about other developments in America, Russia, Europe, etc., that require urgent attention.
A just-in-time complex global civilisation, experiencing addiction-withdrawal symptoms from the
narcotic of ‘banking’ and fraud/force worship, needs loving attention from those who know and
contemplate YHVH, Ground of Being.
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We send our love to YHVH, Ground of Being, that our Holy Fathers and Her Majesty The Queen find
such men and women who are pure, “sober, grave, temperate, sound in faith, in charity, in patience”,
“discreet and wise” and send them on a mission to encounter us.
Yours faithfully,
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Joseph Ray Sundarsson
+41 43 508 1447
+44 1234 816 393
GICOR-ref: US-Pope-Francis-Notes-1-v1.0
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